
PR path that allows to climb to Farrell Mountain’s summit.  
From Serra Llisa viewpoint we climb to find Pic del Vent (815m.) 
and enjoy of a Vallès and Barcelonès wonderful view, pre-coastal 
mountains, Montseny hills and, if we look to the western area,  
Mola and Montcau hills. 

Views of Pic del Vent

PR-C 9.2

lenght: 1,74 Km

duration: 30 min 

elevation gain uphill: 116 m  

elevation gain downhill: 113 m

circular route: NO

elevation max: 810 m

elevation min: 704 m

difficulty: ** (easy)in
fo

PR-C 9.2 01



PR-C 9.2 02

http://es.wikiloc.com/wikiloc/view.do?id=1374198

Pic del Vent (815m):  
41o 655367’ 2,1282810’’POINT

OF INTEREST



km altitude description partial total

0,000 695 From Serra Llisa and after being in awe of the el Vallés 
great views, we can follow right that will drive us to the 
Serra del Farell highest peak.

00:00 00:00

0,520 730 After going along the path coming from Serra Llisa, we come 
across a metal deposit at our left... that serves as water store 
in case of forest fire. 

00:07 00:07

1,225 760 Just before arriving to a round small asphalted square, we 
go forth left by a path up to the rocks, walking out by an 
antenna facility. Some meters higher the path is clearer. 

00:09 00:16

1,425 800 After climbing by the rocks, some tree forest and also with 
kermes oaks and shrubs, we arrive to a cross, few meters 
to the summit.

00:06 00:22

1,500 816 It’s the Pic del Vent Summit, market by a geodesic vertex, 
where we can enjoy an exceptional view.  

00:01 00:23

1,510 815 We come back some meters of the way we have done 
until here, and also by a path at our right, to the west, we 
go down to find the PR C-9. Beware the path downward 
because sometimes there is a steeper slope.

00:01 00:24

1,910 695 We get there an esplanade with a big oak in the middle. 
From the left we notice a path coming from Serra Llisa, 
and we take there the PR C-9. 

00:07 00:31

PR-C 9.2 03

Carretera BV-1243 a Sant Sebastià de Montmajor km 0,3 
T (34) 938 654 695 • F (34) 938 667 580

08140 Caldes de Montbui 
GPS: 41o 38’ 39” / 2o 9’ 23” 

elpasqualet@elpasqualet.com
 www.facebook.com/CampingelPasqualet

www.twitter.com/elpasqualet
www.elpasqualet.com

open from 15 january to 15 december


